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On The Road With Recycled Signs & Travel Gifts

Recycled gifts for the modern traveler, retro rambler, or cool commuter are the latest fashion
trend.

WASHINGTON,DC (PRWEB) March 24, 2005 -- From DOT-sign coasters to bags made from roadside
posters, Eco-Artware.com is embracing an on-the-road traveling theme this month with several new products
and expanded offerings.

If New York's Fashion Week is any indication, environmentally friendly fashion and accessories is the new
black.

Talk about eye-stopping: Enhance your coffee table with new Department of Transportation coasters made from
re-used metal traffic signs which are hand-pressed, formed and finished. No two sets are alike. Serve it up with
a matching one-of-a-kind serving Pentatray created from from re-used metal traffic signs in black and white, in
different patterns.

Want to take the road theme on the road? Our circuit board luggage tags have taken the world by storm, and
will take you around the world in style. Our new Traffic Sign Key Ring is made from discarded traffic and
street signs. And you're sure to get carried away with our collection of totes, wallets and accessories made from
recycled vinyl billboards -- each is waterproof, unique, and fun. Carry your tunes with the 24-pocket CD-
holder, or carry everything you've got in the new Laptop Messenger backpack. Even your 6 pack will be cool,
with the super cool Cooler Holder.

Those advocating alternative transportation will love our expanded variety of authentic city subway and train
token jewelry and accessories, from a New YorkCity token key ring to San Francisco Transit Token cuff links,
and a number of cities in between. The worldly 7 City Transit Token Charm Bracelet will take any occasion the
extra mile. We have a growing collection of accessories and decorative objects from recycled bicycle parts,
from gorgeous wall clocks, to 12-Bottle wine racks and Tea Light candle holders.

Need a little guidance? Our favorite stationery is made from recycled, out-of-date topographic maps, and our
sampler pack contains twenty-five sheets of 8-1/2" x 11" paper and 85 envelopes in several assorted sizes. Each
sampler consists of products from several different maps, so you're sure to find your way.

With all these options, there's no way to get lost while shopping for gifts. Cruise http://www.eco-artware.com
for even more trendy travel jewelry, accessories, and conscience-friendly signs of the times.

About Eco-Artware.com
Eco-Artware.com has something for every budget, for every taste, and especially for a friendlier planet. Words
don't do these products justice, so come to http://www.eco-artware.com for photos and specifications. If your
readers are looking for an ideal, unique gift that also promotes greener consumerism, or are looking for
resources on creating their own gifts, book reviews, recycling tips, and access to our renowned 'Recycling Rag'
newsletter, send them this way.

If you need high-resolution images of any of Eco-Artware.com's products, or have further questions, please
contact Reena Kazmann at reena@eco-artware.com, or toll free at 1-877-326-2781.
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Contact Information
Reena Kazmann
ECO-ARTWARE.COM
http://www.eco-artware.com
202-232-9032

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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